Seeing is believing! The optical properties of the eye lens are dependent upon a functional intermediate filament cytoskeleton.
Beaded filaments are the major cytoskeletal element of the eye lens and they are essential to the optical properties of the eye lens. They were discovered in 1972 by Harry Maisel and Margaret Perry and have since been found to comprise two novel intermediate filament proteins, CP49 and filensin. These proteins possess unique structure features and unusual assembly characteristics, which distinguish them from canonical IF proteins. Whilst CP49 is completely tailless, filensin has a rather short rod domain and extremely large C-terminal tail domain. In vitro, CP49 and filensin do not form IFs on their own. In vitro studies suggest that CP49 and filensin have a distinct coassembly mechanism. Whilst CP49 self-assembles into thick bundles of filaments, filensin only forms short fibrils, but when combined together they form filaments. The generation of gene knockouts by the targeted deletion of Bfsp1 and Bfsp2 that encode filensin and CP49, respectively, have been made to explore the function of beaded filaments in the lens. Our results suggest that the lens-specific beaded filaments are the key cytoskeletal element in organising and maintaining lens fibre cell architecture and are a key factor in determining the optical properties of the lens. We have also found that some common mouse strains contain a natural mutation in Bfsp2 that will effectively generate a CP49 knockout. This finding has important implications for lens research involving other gene knockouts maintained on a 129 background. It has also been observed that mutations in Bfsp2 are the genetic basis of inherited human cataract. Collectively, these data demonstrate that beaded filaments are fundamental to lens function.